Display. Whiteboard. Videoconference hub.

AVAILABLE IN
THREE SIZES
55" | 65" | 75"

Everything you need is one touch away
SMART kapp iQ ® gives one-touch access to a whiteboard, a web browser and wireless
screen sharing, all without the need for external PC. Plus, plug in your laptop and you can
videoconference using your software of choice.

Key Features
Ultra HD Display

Contribute from anywhere

kapp iQ ﬁts all sorts of spaces.
Show presentations, videos and
anything else you can display on
your laptop on your kapp iQ in
sharp Ultra HD resolution

Writing on the display with digital pens
is as easy as paper. Anyone you invite,
up to 250 worldwide, can see and
contribute to everything on the
display using their devices.

Touch. Write. Swipe. Control
the display with your hands.

Save and organize notes
on your devices. Send as
PDFs or JPEGs.

Protect sensitive work with
encrypted connections.

The panoramic whiteboard
scrolls left to right, giving you
more room to work.

Instantly access the internet
with built-in web browser.

Share content on the display
over the same WiFi network from
a variety of personal devices.

Connect a guest PC
or other multimedia
devices to the display.

ENERGY STAR® compliant
Certiﬁed to save energy,
lowering your total cost of
ownership (kapp iQ 65” & 75”).

Powered by kapp app
Get the kapp app and Start writing. The group
connect your device to follows and contributes
to kapp iQ on phones,
your kapp iQ.
tablets and PCs.

Authorized reseller:

Send invite with
web address.

Tap to save notes,
erase and repeat.

Email notes when
you’re done.

Continue any session
where you left off.
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